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Labor Guide to Labor Law 2014-08-12
labor guide to labor law is a comprehensive survey of labor law in the private sector written from the labor perspective for labor relations students and for unions and their members this thoroughly
revised and updated fifth edition covers new statutes current issues and the latest developments in labor and employment law the text emphasizes issues of greatest importance to unions and employees
where the law permits a union to make certain tactical choices those choices are pointed out material is included on internal union matters that tend to be ignored in management texts bruce s feldacker
and michael j hayes cover applicable labor law principles from a union s initial organizing campaign to the mature bargaining relationship including such subjects as the employee right to engage in
protected concerted activity the duty to bargain labor arbitration the use of strikes picketing and other economic weapons in resolving a labor dispute the duty of fair representation internal union
regulation and employment discrimination this book is also a useful reference and review for full time union officers and representatives who have a working knowledge of labor law but wish to brush up
on certain points as needed in their work both authors have extensive experience in the construction field and they have been careful to include material on those aspects of labor law that are unique to
that field labor guide to labor law is structured to present an unbiased and comprehensive explanation of labor law principles for anyone interested in the field thus labor relations educators as well as
practitioners in the field representing labor management or individual employees should also find the text suitable for their use each chapter includes a summary review questions and answers a
restatement of basic legal principles with citations to key cases and a bibliography for additional research

Information, Please 1975
an essential resource for workers navigating their retirement and pension options from the labor organizer s perspective researching retirement plans should not take the rest of your life even if
deciphering the relevant paperwork seems to have become a full time job deliberately elaborate legalese is obscuring the efforts of financial elites to seize control of workers collective retirement savings
and the labor guide to retirement plans is here to translate neoliberal retirement reforms have escalated elites efforts to replace guaranteed workplace retirement plans with weak 401 k like savings
accounts and risky stock market investment schemes the result is arguably the largest source of labor value expropriation over the last four decades in light of all this what do workers need to know as
they assess their future prospects especially in terms of the security their retirement plans may or may not bring what should union activists keep in mind as they push for the national and workplace
reforms needed to produce greater retirement security this nuts and bolts book provides a much needed demystification of the retirement system even more than that the labor guide to retirement plans
enables us to take charge of our own personal futures as a first step towards taking back what belongs to us all

Labor Guide to Labor Law 2000-01
evidence based policy making in labor economics distills and condenses the best thinking and research on labor economic issues to enable decision makers make better informed policy decisions written
by well known labor economists worldwide research findings on key policy issues are presented in a compact and readable format as distillations of comprehensive evidence based research with concise
policy recommendations designed to act as a quick reference this guide brings together summaries of over 100 articles published on iza world of labor to give busy policymakers and political advisors
worldwide instant access to reliable and up to date guidance on key policy topics including asylum and immigration policy youth unemployment and life long learning innovation and technological change

A guide to the bound publications of the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, United States Senate for the ...
Congress 1974
annotated bibliography and guide to information sources on labour economics
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The Labor Guide to Retirement Plans 2021-11-22
providing an insightful analysis of the key issues and significant trends relating to labour within the platform economy this modern guide considers the existing comparative evidence covering all world
regions it also provides an in depth look at digital labour platforms in their historical economic and geographical contexts

Guide to Basic Source Material on Foreign and International Labor 1958
worker centers are becoming an important element in labor and community organizing and the struggle for fair pay and decent working conditions for low wage workers especially immigrants there are
currently more than two hundred worker centers in the country and more start every month most of these centers struggle as they try to raise funds maintain stable staff and build a membership base for
this book kim bobo and marién casillas pabellón two women with extensive experience supporting and leading worker centers have interviewed staff at a broad range of worker centers with the goal of
helping others understand how to start and build their organizations this book is not theoretical but rather is designed to be a practical workbook for staff boards and supporters of worker centers geared
toward groups that want to build worker centers this book discusses how to survey the community take on an initial campaign recruit leaders and raise seed funds bobo and casillas pabellón also provide
a wealth of advice to help existing centers become stronger and more effective the worker center handbook compiles best practices from around the country on partnering with labor enlisting the
assistance of faith communities and lawyers raising funds developing a serious membership program integrating civic engagement work and running major campaigns the authors urge center leaders to
both organize and build strong administrative systems full of concrete examples from worker centers around the country the handbook is practical and honest about challenges and opportunities

A Guide to Child Labor Provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act 1969
whether you are a supervisor a business owner or an hr professional it is essential that you understand the laws and rules governing how one treats employees and interacts with unions in a
comprehensive and accessible format labor law a basic guide to the national labor relations act provides a practice oriented foundation on labor law the book sheds light on one of america s most
important laws and one which is also perhaps the most misunderstood this book presents an overview of labor and employment laws such that managers may understand their rights as employers as well
and their employees rights it covers an introduction to the topic of labor and employment law as well as a brief history within the united states other chapters deal with unions and union relations
collective bargaining agreements grievances labor arbitration unfair labor practice proceedings and strikes and lockouts the author does not focus on complex regulations and convoluted case law but
distills them to reveal the essence of the nlra and how it works as important as it is at times labor law can seem counter intuitive written by a highly experienced labor lawyer this book contains concise
explanations in an easy to use format clearly delineating a process that can be fraught with traps for the unwary it supplies a quick reference that can be used in a crisis situation to understand the
parameters of what you can and cannot do

Guide to Employment Statistics of BLS 1954
this publication sets out a practical framework for specific measures for trade union involvement at the local national and international levels to protect against the use of child labour based on the variety
of approaches taken by workers organisations around the world the book summarises the nature and extent of the child labour problem gives examples of trade union activities in the campaign against
child labour sets out a framework for action based on these case studies and examines the international response to child labour

Evidence-based Policy Making in Labor Economics 2017-09-07
this brief but indispensable book outlines in practical language the appropriate behaviors a supervisor should display during a labor organizing campaign to protect the rights of the company the
employees and the union supervisors must know exactly how to act
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Labor Economics 1978
this vault career guide provides an inside look at careers in the field of labor and employment law including compensation and lifestyle information for the practice area

Guide to Employment Statistics of BLS 1961
understanding labor laws is essential not only for lawyers and students but also for businessmen entrepreneurs and ordinary employees specifically the following topics are covered general principles of
the labor code employment relationship and independent contractorship working conditions of special groups of employees classification of employees termination of employment and retirement

A Guide to Child-Labor Provisions of the Fair Labour Standards Act 1948
iza world of labor provides a reliable and concise guide to the best thinking and research on labor economics for decision makers advisors and interested citizens concerned with labor market issues
worldwide written by well known labor economists this volume presents research findings on key policy issues in a compact and readable format as distillations of comprehensive evidence based research
with concise policy recommendations designed to act as a quick reference this guide brings together summaries of over 100 articles published on the iza world of labor website to give busy policy
advisors journalists researchers policymakers and concerned citizens in every country around the world instant access to authoritative guidance on key policy topics these include summaries of the
current state of specific country labor markets the effects of climate change part time employment multiple job holding motherhood wage penalty big data and labor market outcomes of trans people

A Modern Guide To Labour and the Platform Economy 2021-10-12
resource added for the automotive technology program 106023

Thailand's Labor and Employment Law 1993

The Worker Center Handbook 2016-08-03

Labor Law 2011-02-18

Resource Exchange Guide 1990

A Guide to Child-labor Provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (the Federal Wage and Hour Law) 1948
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Production Guide for Labor-management Committees 1944

Trade Unions and Child Labour 1997

North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation 1998

Basic Guide to the National Labor Relations Act 1997

Guide to Area Employment Statistics 1960

The Labor and Employment Lawyer's Job 2007

Labor and the Economy 1989

Customer Service Guide 2001

Supervisor's Guide to Labor Relations 1998

Labor Standards Bureau. Construction Industry Safe Work Guide for Plumbers 1967

Vault Guide to Labor & Employment Law Careers 2003

Working with Labor Laws 2004
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A Practical Guide to Labour Law 2012

Resource Exchange Guide 1994

Practical Guide to Labour Management 2005

Labor & Industry 1996

ALERTS (Automated Labor and Employee Relations Tracking System) 2018-09-20

Evidence-based Policy Making in Labor Economics 2001

The HR Survival Guide to Labor & Employment Law 2017-02-24

Fundamentals of Automotive Technology 2009

Pocket Guide to the Fair Labor Standards Act 1961

Guide to Employment Statistics of BLS
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